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The Yard 2012-06-21

a year after jack the ripper claimed his last victim victorian london is in the grip of a wave of crime and
murder with its citizens no longer able to trust the police to protect them the newly formed murder
squad of scotland yard made up of just twelve detectives battles in vain against the tide of violence
and cruelty when the body of a yard detective is found in a suitcase his lips sewn together and his eyes
sewn shut it becomes clear that not even the police are safe from attack has the ripper returned or is a
new killer at large walter day the squad s newest recruit is assigned the case and finds a strange ally in
the yard s first forensic pathologist dr bernard kingsley kingsley a pioneer of groundbreaking forensic
science is convinced that strange new techniques such as finger printing are the key to finding the person
responsible with kingsley s help will day find the murderer before it s too late or are the police once again
helpless to stop a serial killer whose brutality knows no limits

The Harvest Man 2015-06-18

murder squad 4 alongside jack the ripper there is another brutal serial killer roaming the streets of
victorian london spring 1890 the spectre of jack the ripper still haunts inspector walter day his injured
leg a daily reminder of his violent brush with london s most feared killer he alone is convinced that the
ripper remains at large but worse is to come for scotland yard s murder squad a new killer is terrorizing
the citizens of london they call him the harvest man he hides away in the attics of the unsuspecting
emerging at night to terrorize his victims this macabre new threat requires inspector day to confront his
demons but he soon discovers that the ripper himself continues to toy with scotland yard s finest the
game has only just begun praise for alex grecian s scotland yard murder squad series will keep you
riveted from page one jeffery deaver csi victorian london daily express throw in deranged prostitutes
poisonings and throat slittings galore amidst lashings of london fog gory lurid and tons of guilty fun
guardian lusciously rich jeffery deaver shiver inducingly creepy a racy read daily express

Murder Squad 1985-05

suffering public contempt after the metropolitan police s failure to capture jack the ripper walter day a
member of victorian london s recently formed murder squad partners with scotland yard s first forensic
pathologist to track down a killer who is targeting their colleagues

The Yard 2012

the devil s workshop is the third historical thriller in alex grecian s acclaimed scotland yard murder
squad series april 1890 london wakes to the shocking news of a mass prison escape walter day and the
scotland yard murder squad now face a desperate race against time if the four convicted murderers aren
t recaptured before night settles they ll vanish into the dark alleys of london s criminal underworld for
ever and in the midst of this mayhem and fear the city s worst nightmare is realized jack the ripper haunts
the streets of london once more from the yard and the black country author alex grecian comes the devil
s workshop and the return of jack the ripper expect another gruesome foray into the underbelly of
victorian britain and early crime forensics this is historical thriller heaven for fans of sherlock and ripper
street praise for alex grecian will keep you riveted from page one jeffery deaver csi victorian london daily
express throw in deranged prostitutes poisonings and throat slittings galore amidst lashings of london
fog gory lurid and tons of guilty fun guardian outstanding if charles dickens isn t somewhere clapping his
hands for this wilkie collins surely is the new york times book review alex grecian has worked for an ad
agency on accounts for harley davidson cub foods and the great american smokeout before returning to
writing fiction full time and raising his son alex is the author of the long running and critically acclaimed
comic book series proof and he lives in topeka kansas with his wife and son the yard is his first novel
followed by the black country

The Devil's Workshop 2014-07-31

from the bestselling author of the yard and red rabbit comes a short story of scotland yard s murder
squad a cautionary tale be careful what you wish for october 1889 constable colin pringle is a man of
few illusions but there is something about the girl in the canal her skin a delicate shade of blue that
bothers him more than he expected it would perhaps it s because dr kingsley s forensic examination
suggests that she was a just married bride someone needs to find out just who she was and what happened
to her pringle decides and he sets out to do exactly that but the answers will not be anything like what
he expects in fact they will shake his view of the world to the core
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The Blue Girl 2013-06-04

in 1906 the metropolitan police commissioner was asked by the home office to make available skilled
investigators for murder inquiries nationwide as few constabularies had sufficiently skilled or indeed any
detectives thus was born the reserve squad or murder squad as it later became known despite a
reluctance by some forces to call upon the met the murder squad has proved its effectiveness on
countless occasions with its remit extended to british territories overseas a particularly sensitive case
was the murder of a local superintendent on st kitts and nevis a former scotland yard detective the
author uses his contacts and experiences to get the inside track on a gruesome collection of infamous
cases child murderers a peer s butler a king s housekeeper gangsters jealous spouses and the notorious
mass murderer dr bodkin adams compete for space in this spine chilling and gripping book which is testament
to the murder squad s skills and ingenuity and the evil of the perpetrators brimming with gruesome killings
this highly readable book proves that there is no substitute for old fashioned footwork and instinct

Scotland Yard's Murder Squad 2020-07-30

alex grecian s the black country sees the scotland yard murder squad return in a gruesome historical
thriller when members of a prominent family disappear from a coal mining village and a human eyeball is
discovered in a bird s nest the local constable sends for help from scotland yard s new murder squad
inspector walter day and sergeant nevil hammersmith respond but they have no idea what they re about
to get into the villagers have intense intertwined histories everybody bears a secret superstitions abound
and the village itself is slowly sinking into the mines beneath it not even the arrival of forensics pioneer
dr bernard kingsley seems to help in fact the more the three of them investigate the more they realize they
may never be allowed to leave from the yard author alex grecian comes the black country a horrifying
journey into the darkest backwoods of victorian britain the black country is guaranteed to appeal to
fans of recent ripper tv dramas bbc s ripper street itv s whitechapel as well as guy ritchie s sherlock
holmes films praise for alex grecian will keep you riveted from page one jeffrey deaver outstanding if
charles dickens isn t somewhere clapping his hands for this wilkie collins surely is the new york times book
review alex grecian has worked for an ad agency on accounts for harley davidson cub foods and the
great american smokeout before returning to writing fiction full time and raising his son alex is the
author of the long running and critically acclaimed comic book series proof and he lives in topeka kansas
with his wife and son the yard is his first novel

The Black Country 2013-09-12

from the author of the yard the black country and the forthcoming the devil s workshop the first three
titles in the scotland yard murder squad series comes a murder squad short story october 1889
constable colin pringle is a man of few illusions but there is something about the girl in the canal her skin
a delicate shade of blue that bothers him more than he expected it would perhaps it s because dr kingsley s
forensic examination suggests that she was a just married bride someone needs to find out just who she
was and what happened to her pringle decides and he sets out to do exactly that but the answers will
not be anything like what he expects in fact they will shake his view of the world to the core the blue
girl is a chilling and cautionary tale be careful what you wish for praise for alex grecian will keep you
riveted from page one jeffery deaver csi victorian london daily express throw in deranged prostitutes
poisonings and throat slittings galore amidst lashings of london fog gory lurid and tons of guilty fun
guardian alex grecian has worked for an ad agency on accounts for harley davidson cub foods and the
great american smokeout before returning to writing fiction full time and raising his son alex is the
author of the long running and critically acclaimed comic book series proof and he lives in topeka kansas
with his wife and son

The Blue Girl 2014-07-03

many changes have happened to the murder squad rash actions have cost sergeant nevil hammersmith his
job and in response he has set up his own private detective agency inspector walter day has been missing
for a year and no one knows where he is though there is a strong suspicion that saucy jack has him
hammersmith has made finding day his primary case and he has company a pair of bounty hunters a man and a
woman it is only gradually that he has come to realize that they are not what they seem

The Murder Squad 1967

jack the ripper is back sending london and scotland yard s murder squad into chaos and now another
killer is at large for inspector walter day it s been a difficult time his wife gave birth to twins his hostile
in laws came to stay and a leg injury kept him at his desk but when the harvest man begins killing carving
people s faces off their skulls the yard knows they need day in the field not so sergeant nevil hammersmith
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rash actions have cost him his job but that doesn t stop his obsessive hunt for the ripper publisher
description

Lost and Gone Forever 2016-05-17

introducing erskine powell of scotland yard crime investigation punishment they re all in a day s work to
detective chief superintendent erskine powell of new scotland yard as a member of the yard s murder squad
powell tracks miscreants all over london now seeking distance from the criminal constituency and the
bureaucratic drudgery of the yard powell embarks on a salmon fishing competition in the scottish
highlands there in the castle dotted countryside along the picturesque river spey he seeks peace and
seclusion but a cold blooded murderer soon turns powell s haven into a busman s holiday and a quiet
anglers paradise becomes just as deadly as the mean streets of london

The Harvest Man 2015

hunting down four escaped convicts in late 19th century london walter day nevil hammersmith and their
colleagues from scotland yard s murder squad race against time to prevent attacks on their families an
effort that turns more violent when jack the ripper joins the gang

Strictly Murder 1979
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存在を感じ取るが 歴史サイコ サスペンス エイリアニスト で注目を浴びた著者が 歴史とテロリズムについての長年にわたる研究と考察をもとに 壮大無比なスケー
��������������������������

Malice in the Highlands 2009-03-04

for over 170 years scotland yard has been the headquarters of the metropolitan police service this
encyclopedia reveals facts and stories from scotland yard s history it also profiles the activities
techniques and structures of the modern metropolitan police

Murder Squad 2001

the thrilling final instalment in the nick miller trilogy a series of gritty police procedurals set on the
streets of london

Murder Squad 1992

takes the reader on an exploration of this genre from the mid nineteenth century through 1993

The Devil's Workshop 2014

author argues that james hanratty was wrongfully convicted and hanged for the murder of michael
gregsten

Famous Stories of the Murder Squad 1974

this special expanded edition of freeman wills crofts classic crime novel includes a unique commentary by
superintendent walter hambrook of scotland yard never before published in book form

�������� 1995
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Blue Girl 2013

the 20th century saw the rise of the motiveless murder and the serial killer the development of forensic
science and the use of dna and psychological profiling as weapons against it in this book true crime expert
brian lane examines year by year from 1900 onward every major murder case in the light of its
investigative forensic social or legal significance in over 200 cases listed there are not only landmark
cases for criminologists but also grim highlights of popular mythology the roll call includes dr crippen
charles manson the kray twins bonnie and clyde the moors murderers the waco massacre and beverley
allitt also here is the notable case of the last woman to be hanged in britain convicted murderer ruth
ellis whose execution hastened the abolition of the death penalty in the uk more recent crimes include the
shooting of gianni versace by a gay prostitute the murder of alberto adriano in germany by killers dressed
as neo nazis and britain s sky diving case in which the sabotage of steven hilder s parachute caused him to
fall to his death this is a compelling catalogue of killers and society s desperate attempts to capture
and comprehend them

�������� 2002-11

when the body of david oluwale a rough sleeper with a criminal history and a mental illness was pulled
out of the river aire in may 1969 no one asked too many questions about his death a year and a half
later rumours that the nigerian man had been subject to a campaign of abuse from police officers led to a
criminal investigation

The Official Encyclopedia of Scotland Yard 1999

four young ghosts who have banded together to prevent crimes fly to england to investigate a swindler

The Indian Police Journal 1966

Hell is Always Today (The Nick Miller Trilogy, Book 3)
2021-08-19

Empire Digest 1946

Talking Book Topics 2015

Tamil Nadu Police Journal 1965

True Crime Narratives 1997

Books and Bookmen 1967

The World's Police 1964

Who Killed Hanratty? 1971

The Sharp End 1988
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��� 2001-01

Wicked Beyond Belief 2003

Chronicle of Murder 2004

The Publishers Weekly 1982

Nationality - Wog 2007

The Ghost Squad Flies Concorde 1985

The Illustrated London News 1967
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